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Mother Earth is our home because we are in the home of mother earth we need to
protect our mother earth. Mother Earth is about that in hand of every human who live
here. Mother earth is a home for humans, animals, and even things that have life. Our
planet named earth is a beautiful planet where more people can live happy with their
family. We need to take care our mother earth because our life will be affected with how
will we take care our home that god gift us. But how will we take care or what are the
ways to protect Mother Earth?
This is a instrument for us that god gave us to really know how will we protect
for maintaining the good model of our Earth and to maintain this we need to avoid doing
things that can affect the islands, beaches and even our home. I will protect mother earth
because I love my home and I don’t want to lose it. Many ways that we can stay are earth
beautiful, full of colors like planting trees, plants and do not be selfish because it is
considered our life because without home it is very lonely living with no colors and doors
that we want to open. If we will not take care of it we ca possibly lost our family, home
and the ambitions that we want to reach and I want to share my experience for having a
beautiful earth with the next generation of my life so that they will have interest to do or
make things to maintain the shape, model and life’s that we care rinse we are in the
generation.
So don’t wait if there will happen a bad time. So you need to take care to have a
good life and prevent cutting trees to prevent landslide to maintain the safeties.

